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The Elusive e-Book: Driving Cultural Change
Sherman Young, Macquarie University, NSW, Australia

Abstract: Online digital delivery technologies are ubiquitous in most media industries. Music is in the midst of an i-Pod
driven paradigm shift, television and movie delivery is being reconfigured and newspaper and magazines are confronting
the reality of web-based distribution and what it means for business models and ideas of journalism. In the midst of this
change, the book publishing industry remains defiant. Whilst embracing digital production technologies, the vast majority
of book content is still delivered as analog objects, printed and shipped the old-fashioned way. This is despite the efforts
over the last decade of many technology companies to precipitate a change. Even the latest attempts from corporate giants
such as Sony and Amazon (which appear to have solved many of the technical hurdles of electronic reading devices) have
so far had little visible impact on the industry and the idea of e-books, apparently remains the domain of geeky early adopters.
This paper examines the reality of the e-book market(s), and argues that their broader uptake requires a shift in habits that
cannot be driven solely by technological change but is influenced by wider concerns. It explores realms in which e-books
have been successful and identifies some factors which have lead to the cultural change required (of both publishers and
readers) for this to occur.
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DIGITAL DELIVERY OF content is now
common inmost media industries. Newspa-
pers have moved online, movie and televi-
sion products are available as digital

downloads and the music industry is undergoing
complete reinvention. But in themidst of this change,
book publishing remains defiant. Whilst embracing
digital production technologies, the vast majority of
book content is still delivered as analog objects,
printed and shipped the old-fashioned way.
Despite the recent efforts of some to precipitate a

change (such as Sony with its Reader and Amazon
with its Kindle), the idea of a digital e-book has had
little visible impact. Since Amazon’s initial enthusi-
astic claim that ‘Kindle sold out in 5.2 hours’
(Hruska, 2008), they have been hesitant to state actu-
al sales figures - leaving it to pundits to guess.Whilst
the most optimistic of these has suggested that nearly
240,000 kindles have been sold since launch late last
year, Amazon themselves have downplayed those
figures without producing sales data of their own
(Kafka, 2007). The sales figures for the Sony Reader
are similarly non-existent with only anecdotal evid-
ence of market penetration (Sidener, 2008).
Indeed, industry association figures show that the

size of the e-book marketplace pales in comparison
to that of printed books– total US e-book sales
amount to less than $35 million (Guardian, 2008) as
opposed to $35 billion for printed books (Maul,
2006).
The reasons for this stuttering start are manifold.

Early e-book devices were criticised for presenting
a reading experience that was significantly inferior

to the printed page. However, the new generation of
screen technologies used in the latest devices has
largely dealt with those issues (Pogue, 2006). Instead,
a range of other reasons are often cited for the e-
book’s lack of impact centring on awareness, pricing
and availability. Those concerns remain valid and
have been addressed in detail elsewhere (Levy, 2007;
Gomez, 2008; Ebrary, 2008).

Cultural Change is Hard
Rather than revisit those discussions, this paper ad-
dresses ideas of cultural habit - and begins with the
notion that although technological change is relat-
ively easy, cultural change is much more difficult.
For booklovers, the social practice of reading books
(duGay et al, 1997) is inextricably tied with the use
of printed objects and a culture that is not yet com-
monly associated with what they consider ‘techno-
logy’. For most people, books, as machines for
reading (Young, 2007), have become an ‘invisible
technology’ (Norman, 1998). The legacy of Guten-
berg’s printing press positioned print culture as the
dominant cultural mode until relatively recently
(Eisenstein, 1997; Ong, 1988). It wasn’t until the
latter half of the twentieth century that electronic
media forms displaced that dominance. Arguably,
radio and television and now computers and the in-
ternet relegated the printed book to a different role
in the modern society. Indeed, some situate such
electronic media forms (particularly screen-based
ones) as the antithesis of print and book culture
(McLuhan, 1962; Poster, 1986).
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Current e-book reading devices attempt to appeal
to booklovers by minimising the need for cultural
change. They try to replicate a print culture within
an e-print culture - thus Amazon’s Kindle and Sony’s
Reader are sold at bookstores rather than consumer
electronics retailers, and they are contextualised
amongst images of printed books. However, their
relative lack of market penetration suggests it will
take more than an electronic facsimile of print on
paper to persuade readers to disengage with print
culture– a practice which incorporates real-life
bookshops, bookclubs, writing in the margins,
touching and smelling the pages and covers, admiring
the typesetting, showing off their bookshelves and
visibly identifying with their collections. The fact
that the devices themselves come very close to
mimicking the ink and paper reading experience does
not address the broader apprehension about a cultural
experience that many readers do not wish to leave
behind.
It is in that context that booklovers appear partic-

ularly resistant to any shift from print to a screen-
based format. E Annie Proulx’s dismissive sugges-
tion that ‘Nobody is going to sit down and read a
novel on a twitchy little screen. Ever.’ (Proulx, 1994)
reflects the state of the discourse. One only has to
engage in a discussion about e-books (or lurk on an
online forum where one is happening) to appreciate
how deeply print culture is embedded (Hepworth,
2008).

The Business of Format Shifting
Whilst a pricing structure which saw e-books signi-
ficantly cheaper than printed ones would arguably
increase uptake, there is little motivation for a cultur-
al shift within the book industry itself that would see
such a fiscal realignment. For the moment, book
publishers remain unconvinced that there is a finan-
cial advantage in e-books - and thus are reluctant to
wholeheartedly embrace any shift in format. A
deeply embedded cultural preference for printed ob-
jects is reinforced by the publishing industry’s
earlier unsuccessful forays into the electronic realm
(Mayor, 2000)– CD-ROM and internet experiments
in the 1990s left many wary of the digital domain.
Of course, other media industries have made dra-

matic changes. In particular, it is common to draw
analogies with the music industry which has seen its
sales and distribution models dramatically recon-
figured.Whilst those analogies should be approached
cautiously, there are some clear lessons to be drawn
from format shifts in the music industry which illus-
trate how that industry came to embrace change.
The 1980s replacement of vinyl LPs with CDs

was an analog to digital shift, albeit with the retention
of a physical object. However, there was a clear fin-

ancial incentive for for record companies to change
- as well as some advantages for consumers, CDs
were cheap to produce - and because they sounded
better than vinyl, they provided the industry with the
opportunity to charge more per album - an opportun-
ity that was taken up with relish.

“The CD persuadedmanymusic fans to replace
their vinyl collection with digital copies of
music they had already paid for. And the rise
of the CD permitted record companies to double
the price of their basic product without incurring
a huge uplift in costs.” (Sandall, 2007)

Whilst the vinyl to CD shift still involved traditional
models of producing and distributing objects, a more
significant cultural realignment was required with
the move from CDs to digital downloads. Indeed, it
took napster (and its descendants) and the threat of
dwindling CD sales to provoke the major record la-
bels into action - business as usual meant that they
didn’t understand the change in user demand until it
was much too late, leaving Apple –a computer
company– to dominate the music business with its
iTunes Store (Cohen, 2008).
Book publishers (unlike others print institutions

such as newspaper publishers) have never had to deal
with the possibility of the format shift, so they
haven’t had to grapple with either the opportunities
nor the crises that other industries have faced. There
is no threat to to the current method of book distribu-
tion and the bulk of the mass-market book trade is
safely the domain of print and paper. In the absence
of a something that actually threatens existing reven-
ue streams, publishers have good reason to ignore
digital advantages such as possible incremental in-
creases in revenue from so-called niches and long
tails (Anderson, 2006).

Keitai
The example of Japanese mobile phone novels, or
‘keitai’ fiction, provides an interesting contrast to
the western e-book experience. Keitai is the Japanese
term for mobile phone and keitai fiction is the com-
mon practice of reading books on those devices.
These novels typically consist of a few hundred
pages, each of which contains about 500 Japanese
characters. They are downloaded to cellphones and
can sell in the millions of copies (Katayama, 2007).
Emerging from the equivalent of fan-fiction, the po-
tential has captured the attention of major publishers,
which have begun creating their own websites to
provide content for mobile-phone users and the keitai
novel business is now worth $82 million a year
business (The Economist, 2007). The keitai novel
emerged in around 2000 when a webhosting service,
Maho no i-rando, observed their users were writing
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stories on their blogs. It encouraged them to upload
works in progress and reader commentary - creating
the a serialised cellphone novel format. There are
now more than a million novels listed on the site
which exists as a community of readers and writers
(Onishi, 2008).
Significantly, keitai novels have spurred a dramat-

ic shift in the printed book marketplace - 2007 print
best-seller lists were dominated by cellphone novels
republished as printed books, with 5 of the top 10
having started life as keitai fiction with book sales
of up to 400,000 copies. (Onishi, 2008)
There are many reasons why the keitai novel has

achieved such popularity compared to the e-book
approaches pursued in the west. The relatively low
cost of wireless data in Japan, and the ubiquity of
cellphones are probably factors, but there others. The
broader context for the discussion is the presence of
keitai culture - a set of cultural practices surrounding
the mobile phone in Japan - which suggests that the
mobile novel springs not from a print culture, but
keitai culture:

“Keitai are embedded in so many contexts and
functions that they cannot be defined or de-
scribed in a single way. For Japanese youth,
keitai are just that– keitai.” (Kato, 2003)

Before we draw too many conclusions from the Ja-
panese example, we need to take a closer look at
keitai culture to distinguish the particularities of the
context. It’s worth noting that positioning keitai in
general (and the keitai novel in particular) as a pecu-
liarly Japanese phenomenon is problematic. Instead,
we should understand keitai culture as the result of
an assemblage of interconnecting factors, only one
of which is nationally-specific. As Mizuko Ito cau-
tions, “Japanese keitai use is not a transparent out-
come of Japanese culture but emerges from a histor-
ically specific series of negotiations and contestations
within and outside of Japanese society.” (Ito, 2003)
The primary market for keitai novels appears to

be young women; high school girls and women in
their 20s, whose lifestyle is dominated by communic-
ating via mobile or keitai messages on their phones,
and who have become habituated to reading on the
small screens of those phones whilst on the train– or
at home. Raymond Williams characterised the way
radio and TV reconfigured public and private spaces
as ‘mobile privatisation’ and DavidMorley suggests
that a mobile culture exemplifies William’s notion
(Hjorth, 2008) - in such a way that the private realm
is now brought out into the public. That private realm
sees adherents participate in all manner of cultural
activities - wherever they might be - via their mobile
devices, creating a highly visible and yet secluded
mobile culture. It is this space from which keitai
emerges:

“The affordability of cellphones coincided with
the coming of age of a generation of Japanese
for whom cellphones, more than personal
computers, had been an integral part of their
lives since junior high school.” (Onishi, 2008)

Japanese mobile telephones differ markedly from
those that dominate elsewhere. On the whole, they
are relatively large devices - tiny phones are uncom-
mon. Instead the predominant form factor is a largish
flip-phone with a screen in one half and a keyboard
in the other. The flip form factor allows easy one-
handed operation and the length and angle of the
unfolded phone seems to make some sense when
observed in actual use.
Part of the reason that mobile cultures have

emerged are particular constraints of time and space
created around work and play. In large Japanese cit-
ies, the dominant mode of commuting is a complex
and often crowded public transport system. As well
as allowing commuters almost full use of their eyes
and ears (unlike commuting by car, which requires
drivers to pay some attention to the road), the subway
is densely packed and space is at a premium.
Broadsheet newspapers are impractical - and even
books require two hands, which may not always be
possible when hanging on to a strap. In Tokyo, the
ubiquity of keitai practices has seen the rise in a
phenomenon dubbed by Sadie Plant (2002) as the
“oya yubi sedai” (or the thumb generation) (Hjorth,
2008)
Whilst it would be churlish to suggest that the

success of keitai novels is dependent on heavy use
of public transport systems, it is clear that the partic-
ularities of a mass transit culture are fundamental to
mobile cultures overall. Modes of usage on public
transport are also culturally specific - it is considered
impolite to talk on one’s cellphone, and most usage
is in silent mode and screen-based. Communication
is generally via text or email and gaming and reading
is common:

“In our observations of the frequency of differ-
ent forms of keitai use on trains, we found that
the general social norm of ‘no voice, e-mail
okay’ was borne out in the actual practice of
passengers.” (Ito, 2003)

Moreover, the Japanese example is one (replicated
in other parts of Asia) in which the mobile device
has become a convergent device - the mobile phone
is a phone, allowing voice and text communications,
but it is also a media device, allowing audio and
video consumption, gaming and internet connectivity.
Not only are the devices more suited to consuming
new forms of ‘mobile media’, the emphasis from the
Japanese telcos has been on data rather than voice.
This allows a range of services to emerge because
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the cost of data is less onerous than in many western
countries.
In addition, for many, the keitai is the only com-

puting device they own. Unlike, for example, the
iphone, which requires a companion computer to be
most effective, keitai devices in Japan are designed
to be used instead of a computer:

“Japan may have lower PC penetration rates
than some other developed countried, then, but
it leads the world in the mobile Internet and
uses this technology in distinctive ways... A
university survey found that while only 35 per-
cent of students had computers, 92 per cent had
mobile phones” (Gottleib et al, 2003)

Other Cultures
Keitai culture is clearly very different from other
(western) cellphone cultures, and within its peculiar-
ities an e-book culture– the keitai novel– has
emerged. Of course, e-books have succeeded in
western markets as well - but there are interesting
parallels with keitai fiction and those western mar-
kets. Encyclopedias (Greenstein et al, 2006) and
academic publishing (Macquarie, 2008) are areas
where the electronic forms have made significant
gains. Whilst the cheaper cost of electronic encylo-
pedias contributed to the demise of print, there are
significant advantages (multimedia, searchability,
updatability) to the electronic form that enhance the
way most people actually use the genre. As Gerard
Goggin argued in his study of cell phone cultures,
purely fiscal motivations (Goggin, 2006) are insuffi-
cient and cultural change is driven by other factors
- in his example, new ways of communicating, con-
necting and engaging. Similarly, university libraries
have driven a high uptake of e-books in academia,
motivated by the ease of multiple accesses to single
titles, as well as cost and other convenience issues.
In both the above examples, a key factor is that

readers do not require new reading devices, but use
their existing personal computers. Like keitai, both
those segments encompass social practices driven
by different cultural motivations. In short, the usage
culture for these book genres sits within a usage
culture whereby readers already use their internet
connected computers to search for information. The
e-book in this instance is an extension of an already
widely accepted practice, but one that arguably builds
not on book culture, but computer culture.
This is the success of e-books by stealth, an ex-

ample that may be useful for the wider book industry.
For example, there is already some evidence that
more e-books are being read on small laptop com-
puters and convergent devices rather than dedicated
e-book readers. As well as the emergent cheap net-
book market (Ganapati, 2008), over 45 million

smartphones (Gartner, 2008) were sold globally in
the first three months of 2008– somewhat more than
the estimated shipments of e-book reading devices.
Users of these convergent media devices see reading
e-books as just another of many media engagement
options available in their pocket, complementing
music, video and gameplaying.
Indeed, figures cited for Apple’s iPhones - perhaps

the first device to approach convergence is a manner
acceptable to western consumers - suggest that it is
already a more popular device for reading e-books
than dedicated machines like Amazon’s Kindle and
Sony’s Reader. ForbesMagazine reports that stanza,
a form of e-book reading software has been installed
on over 380,000 iphones, a number which is signific-
antly higher than even the most optimistic of kindle
sales expectations. (Greenberg et al, 2008)
Keitai novels (and the emerging convergent media

realm in the west) are doing something very different
to what Amazon’s Kindle is trying to do. Bolter and
Grusin use the notion of remediation - the idea that
new technologies often revise and adapt older
methods of communication and representation - a
repurposing of McLuhan’s claim that “the content
of one (often newer) medium will also be that of
another (often older) medium thus transgressing the
old versus new debate” (Hjorth, 2008) They go on:

“Each new medium has to find its economic
place by replacing or supplementing what is
already available, and popular acceptance, and
therefore economic success, can come only by
convincing consumers that the new medium
improves on the experience of older ones.”
(Bolter & Grusin, 2000)

Kindle and Keitai are different remediations of the
book. The former is still struggling to reach market-
place sustainability as its print culture origins demand
a significant cultural shift for its intended users– re-
quiring an easily identifiable improvement on the
book reading experience. The latter, emerging as it
does from a cultural context entirely removed from
print faces no such hurdles and has created a new
space for engagementwith the book form; the engage-
ment is a novel one so the comparison with the older
experience is less obvious.
Of course, Kindle and Keitai represent only two

of many possible remediations. Just as people are
happy listening to music on headphones or home
stereos, and keen to watch movies on ipods, televi-
sion screens and in cinemas– all of which exist in
specific cultural contexts, any suggestion of a singu-
lar future for books or e-books must be regarded
with some scepticism. Reading cultures are not
monolithic - there will be a range of reading devices,
suitable for a number of situations. Indeed, more in-
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teresting questions arise in the cultural milieu around
those devices.
As I’ve suggested, dedicated reading devices seek

to replicate the book experience and are firmly rooted
in what we can categorise as a print culture. Mobility
cultures (evolving from cellphone cultures) are quite
different, as are convergent cultures. These position

media production and consumption quite specifically
and present evenmore variedmotivations and afford-
ances. Clearly, attempting to insert a singular book
culture into a dynamic digital world is problematic
and the book industry might need to better engage
with the multiplicity of emerging electronic reading
(and writing) cultures.
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